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1. THE Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform by Sound Blockchain Technology (SBT) is 

founded by entertainment industry veteran Brave Brother (Kang Dong-chul). Being a 

veteran in the entertainment industry, Brave Brother understands the constant 

challenges (rights and royalty transparency) faced and realized that by creating a 

blockchain based technology, smart contract design, and digital tokenized applications, 

he will be able to solve these entertainment industry issues. In addition to the 

establishment of the Sound Blockchain Protocol (SBP), we will be able to give 

ecosystems the ability to incentivize and reward all the creators and users on the 

platform. 

 
The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform is trying to create the first international 

entertainment database for the entertainment industry using blockchain to manage the 

entertainment rights and royalty transparency. With the vision of leveraging on the power 

and efficiency of cryptography, decentralization, and immutability, SBP will revolutionize 

the way entertainment content is distributed and made available. 

 
The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform will redefine the current entertainment industry 

in the following ways: 

 
● By becoming the preferred medium of exchange for the entertainment industry, 

SBP will facilitate the ease of payment and compensation between the creators and 

users. 

● Assure advertisers of their true audience and the accuracy of accounting data 

provided. 

● Enable and build the SBP community through blockchain tokenized applications. 

● Provide a decentralized application which compensates based on content made by 

the creators and rewards based on the participation of the users. 

● SBP will facilitate revenue which includes the sale and lease of content from 

creators, payment for creators, rewards for users, tipping by users, and more. 

● Establish a media that simplifies the connection process between celebrities, 

creators, famous influencers, and users. 

● Promote the participation of international users through K-POP goods and event 

items. 



 
 

2. PROBLEM 

There are billions (US$) in globally uncollected royalties because the entertainment 

industry lacks transparency. People steal from creators and there is no central database 

of creator ownership, which creates payment issues. 

 

 
In addition, all the creators and users that help build social networks and other platforms 

by performing tasks that include content creation, data sharing, and other contributions 

are not compensated nor rewarded for their additions to the growth of the network. 

 
We believe that society has created social media monopolies. As social media users, we 

freely give our information and share content from these platforms in order to have 

access to them. These monopolies then benefit from the network effects created from 

our use of their platform, while at the same time profiting again by selling our data back 

to us. We believe there’s a better, decentralized way to give power back to both the 

creators and users. 

 

3. SOLUTION 

The object of the underlying technology behind the Sound Blockchain Protocol is to 

create a database of creators’ rights from original content created on the Sound 

Blockchain Protocol Platform, being at the forefront of redefining the entertainment 

industry. Once there is an international creators database, then paying the rights holders 

becomes a transparent process which can be primarily automated through smart 

contract design using the Klaytn blockchain protocol. Sound Blockchain Protocol’s 

potential licensing arrangement with the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform could 

provide future content creators a user-friendly, convenient, and affordable platform for 

collaborating on original content creation. Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform is an all-

in-one mobile entertainment marketplace (creators can lease/sell their contents), a 

recording and live video streaming studio (creators can record songs, shoot videos, and 

go live using their phone), a social network (creators can turn their friends into fans) and 

an investment platform (users can earn money by being entertained and making 

investments in creators). 

 
The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform will have the potential to break down cultural 

and economic barriers so that anyone with a phone, regardless of where they live or how 



much money they have, can awaken their inner creativity. 

 

In addition, at the heart of our tokenized ecosystem for the creators and users is the 

SBP (Sound Blockchain Protocol). In the process of creation, distribution, and the 

discovery of entertainment on the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform, creators and 

users can be incentivized by rewarding them with SBP. 

 
These creators and users will earn SBP (Sound Blockchain Protocol) from the content 

they create, share, discover, and use. The greater the network effect, the greater the 

reward they receive. 

 

4. PRODUCT FEATURES 

4.1. MUSIC STREAMING SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows creators to earn and use the 

SBP by uploading and managing their set pricing of their music on the Sound 

Blockchain Protocol Platform where users can access the music either for free, a 

paid subscription, or as an additional purchase. In this way, all creators will be 

eager to be onboard the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform, as it will be a great 

way to market themselves to the users. 

 

4.2. MUSIC VIDEO STREAMING SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows creators to earn and use the 

SBP by uploading and managing their set pricing of their music videos on the 

Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform where users can access the music videos 

either for free, a paid subscription, or as an additional purchase. Users wanted a 

platform where they can fully enjoy both music and music videos. In this way, all 

creators will be eager to be onboard the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform, as 

it will be a great way to market themselves to the users. 

 

4.3. KARAOKE MUSIC VIDEO STREAMING SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows creators to earn and use the 

SBP by uploading and managing their set pricing of their karaoke music videos 

on the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform where users can record and sing 

along with the karaoke music videos either for free, a paid subscription, or as an 

additional purchase. Users wanted a platform where they can not only enjoy the 

music and music videos, but sing along with it. In this way, all creators will be 



eager to be onboard the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform as it will be a great 

way to market themselves to the users. 

 

4.4. CREATORS NEWS SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows creators to earn and use the 

SBP by uploading and managing their set pricing of their news on the Sound 

Blockchain Protocol Platform where users can access the news either for free, a 

paid subscription, or as an additional purchase. Users wanted a platform where 

they can also get the latest and most reliable news of the creators instead of 

searching for unreliable news on the internet. In this way, all creators will be 

eager to be onboard the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform as it will be a great 

way to market themselves to the users. 

 

4.5. CREATORS LIVE VIDEO STREAMING SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows creators to earn and use the 

SBP by performing live streaming on the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform 

where users can access the live streaming for free, a paid subscription, or as an 

additional purchase, with additional chatting and tipping functions for the  creators. 

Users wanted a platform where they can reach out to the creators live and 

support them by tipping. In this way, all creators will be eager to be onboard the 

Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform as it will be a great way to market 

themselves to the users. 

 

4.6. CREATORS SHORT VIDEO STREAMING SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows creators to earn and use the 

SBP by recording short videos on the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform where 

users can access the short videos for free, a paid subscription, or as an 

additional purchase. Users wanted a platform where they can view different 

videos of the creators everyday life. In this way, all creators will be eager to be 

onboard the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform as it will be a great way to 

market themselves to the users. 

 

4.7. CREATORS COMPETITION SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows creators to earn and use the 

SBP by joining competitions (new uprising creators, king of creators) starting 

from auditions on the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform where users can 



access the progress of the competition for free, a paid subscription, or as an 

additional purchase. Users wanted a platform where they can follow these types 

of competitions and support their favorite creators. These competitions starting 

from auditions are available for video streaming and live telecast, which will be 

very well received. 

 

4.8. CREATORS TRAINING SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows creators to earn and use the 

SBP by engaging in creators’ training on the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform 

where new creators can be guided on how to become the next popular creator. 

Creators wanted a platform where they can be guided to become the next 

popular creator. In this way, all creators will be eager to be onboard the Sound 

Blockchain Protocol Platform as it will be a great way to market themselves to the 

users. 

 

4.9. USERS REWARD SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows users to earn and use the SBP 

by using the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform where users can entertain 

themselves with creators’ music, music videos, karaoke music videos, news, live 

videos, short videos, and competitions. In this way, all users will be eager to use 

the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform as it will be a great way to entertain 

themselves and earn SBP. 

 

4.10. USERS PURCHASE SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows users to earn and use the SBP 

by using the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform where users can shop online 

for merchandise. In this way, all users will be eager to use the Sound Blockchain 

Protocol Platform as it will be a great way to entertain themselves and earn SBP. 

 

4.11. USERS INVESTMENT SERVICE 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform allows users to earn and use the SBP 

by using the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform where users can invest in the 

creators. In this way, all users will be eager to use the  Sound Blockchain 

Protocol Platform as it will be a great way to entertain themselves and earn SBP. 



 

4.12. SMART CONTRACTS 

Besides these features, Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform also plans to apply 

blockchain technology to the content being uploaded. All creators of the content 

will be prompted to provide relevant data about date, authorship, genre, lyrics, 

etc. This information is stored as metadata in the digital file that holds the content. 

In other words, from the very moment that content is uploaded, authorship, 

ownership, genre, date of recording, and all other relevant data are established 

and embedded in the digital file itself, protecting authorship rights and royalties. 

 
The above listed functionalities are the among the core product functionalities. 

The core product functionalities include live streaming, Karaoke, and curator 

reward service. 

 

4.13. LIVE VIDEO STREAMING OVERVIEW 

 

Sound Blockchain Protocol’s live video streaming service comprises of a 

broadcaster, intermediate, and viewer network. 

 
 



 
 

The  picture  above  provides   you   with   a   complete   overview   on   how   the 
entire product   works.   Starting   in   the   broadcaster   network,   the   creator 
uploads  the livestream  which  will  then  be  processed   from   devices   such   as 
iOS, Android and computer via  the  built-in  or  external  audio  and  video 
components.  Once  the  video is  uploaded,  the  video  goes  through  the 
intermediate layer for further processing. The intermediate layer is comprised 
of  three  different  components:  the  chat server  component,   the   load   balancer, 
and the streaming/media server. Each of these components has their 
specific  functionalities.  The  chat  server  has  the ability  to   manage   the   users’ 
chat sessions, as well as clearly managing the message history and 
threads  in  a  proper  manner,  which  will   then   be   saved   on blockchain.   The 
load  balancer  is  there  to  manage  the  amount  of  bandwidth  that's being 
consumed  and   it   will   auto   scale   in   order   to   provide   flawless   service   to 
the users.  The  streaming/media  server  processes  the  video/image  and   audio 
files, and  stores  them  on  the  off   chain   layer   of   the   Sound   Blockchain 
Protocol ecosystem. The media will then be well organized,  encrypted,  and 
blockchain timestamped. The third core component  of  the  Sound  Blockchain 
Protocol Platform’s   live   video   streaming   service   is   the   viewer   network.   In 
the  viewer network  the  encrypted   files   will   be   received   at   the   user-end, 
which will then undergo the  process  of  decryption  and  cryptographic  access 
control.  Once   the user   is   validated,   the   media   files   can   be   accessed   by 
the  viewers.  (Various  other functionalities  of  the  live   video   streaming   service 
are mentioned in the diagram below). Like many other applications, Sound 
Blockchain  Protocol  live  streaming supports  chat,  likes,  share,  follow,  support, 
rank,  feedback,  profile,  event management,  banner   management,   and   many 
other functionalities. All the functionalities in  Sound  Blockchain  Protocol  live 
streaming and admin portals are clearly specified in the diagram below. 



 
 

 

5. ECONOMIC MODEL 

5.1. CURRENT MODEL 

5.1.1. CONTENT PROVIDER MODEL 

Creators can earn and use the SBP by using the Sound Blockchain 

Protocol Platform to provide and manage the pricing of their content and 

investment model users(section 5.1.5) can earn a percentage of the 

streaming revenue that will be shared with the creators. 

 

5.1.2. FREE AND REWARD MODEL 

Users can earn and use the SBP by using the Sound Blockchain Protocol 

Platform for free in exchange for viewing advertisements where a 

percentage of the advertising revenue will be shared with the users. 

5.1.3. SUBSCRIPTION MODEL 

Users can use the SBP by subscribing to the Sound Blockchain Protocol 



Platform for advertisement-free content, available at three different 

premiums ranging from US$9.99 to US$19.99 per month. 

 

5.1.4. PURCHASE MODEL 

Users can use the SBP by purchasing on the Sound Blockchain 

Protocol Platform content an0d other items provided for sale by 

the creators. 

 

5.1.5. INVESTMENT MODEL 

Users can use the SBP to investing in creators on the Sound Blockchain 

Protocol Platform and can even earn returns based on the terms stated 

by the creators. 

 

5.2. SOUND BLOCKCHAIN PROTOCOL PLATFORM 

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED MODEL 

Blockchain can be described as a decentralized, shared, and encrypted 

database that functions as a public archive of information. This archive, by virtue 

of its underlying technology, is irreversible and incorruptible. The occurrence of 

any particular transaction is not certified by a controlling authority, but by the 

automatic consensus of the community of blockchain users. As a result of this, 

blockchain technology has the potential to alter the dynamics of information and 

transaction flows, especially in relation to middlemen. Blockchain’s disruptive 

power in the entertainment industry has already been pointed out over the last 

couple of years, being hailed as a game changer. Problems that have burdened 

creators, like fair value distribution, royalties, transparency, and creator/user 

relationships, could be feasibly solved, thus rebalancing the bargaining power 

between record labels and artists, in favor of the latter. 

 
Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform is creating blockchain technology on top of 

the Klatyn Protocol primarily due to the strength and expertise of the developer 

community and the advantages of its smart contract development. 

 
The Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform believes that the building blocks for 

redefining the entertainment industry includes the adoption of blockchain 

technology, the acceptance of cryptocurrency, and the deployment of transparent 

smart contracts built on top of an entertainment creation platform. The advantage 



of using the SBP ecosystem is in its ability to allow for the free flow of content 

creation, and transactions across different geographies and cultures. 

 

6. POTENTIAL USE CASES 

SBP is envisioned to empower all functionalities and capabilities offered by the 

platform that could include the following functions: 

 

6.1. IN-APP / OFF-APP PLATFORM TRANSACTIONS 

Creators would use Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform to upload their content. 

Users would use SBP to unlock this content giving them the ability to use the 

content. 

 

6.2. ARTIST TIPPING AND INVESTMENT 

Already big in Asian markets, users can discover talent and tip the creators of the 

content they like with SBP just like you would tip a waiter for good food service. 

 

6.3. COMMUNITY INCENTIVES 

Major social networks and streaming platforms use the data that we provide to 

them and then sell that data back to us in the form of advertising.On the other 

hand, on the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform we would build social platforms 

through our engagement, time spent in the platform, and through sharing and 

engaging in content. Very little of the revenue generated gets paid back to the 

members of the social network on traditional social networking sites. With Sound 

Blockchain Protocol Platform, we envision that everyone who contributes to the 

network, either through creating, sharing, or engaging with the content, will be 

rewarded, thus incentivizing the entire ecosystem. 

 

6.4. ROYALTY PAYMENT 

Creators will have the potential to earn SBP from the content they create and 

share across the network. 

 

6.5. BRANDING / ADVERTISING 



We envision brands paying for access via the SBP. 
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6.6. SYNCHRONIZATION LIBRARY 

Users, advertisers, etc could potentially use the SBP to license original music 

created on our library catalog. 

 

7. TECHNOLOGY 

The Sound Blockchain Protocol Ecosystem was worked on by different product teams; to 

simplify functionalities and interactions; let’s break it down into a few key modules. 

 

7.1. THE FOUNDATION 

The Foundation is the main technical component of Sound Blockchain Protocol’s 

streaming and payments technology. The module is built to be highly 

manipulative so as to ensure that different parts of the application can be built 

around a reliable code base with minimal technical debt. This module is also 

designed to be easily upgradeable to support Klaytn upgrades and even a 

change to another Blockchain framework. 

 
The component consists of a layer of integration to the Klaytn Blockchain, 

providing an easy interface for all smart contracts written for the platform. Its 

features involve core functions such as access control interfaces, escrow 

functions, payments using counterfactual state channels, and also the 

implementation of token locks for security deposits and subscription purchases. 

 
A shift from Klaytn to another Blockchain would require these core functions to 

be rewritten, and the interface layer to other modules to be reimplemented. 

Keeping the performance considerations of Klaytn in mind, and the expected 

potential growth of the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform, migration to another 



Blockchain network is an option that may be considered in future by the technical 

team. 

 
The SBP technical team is committed to writing and maintaining a high quality 

foundation module to keep the platform at high manipulability, keeping in mind 

the dynamic nature of the Blockchain and cryptocurrency ecosystem. 

 

7.2. ARTIST MODULE 

The Artist Module deals with all interfaces and technologies pertaining to the 

experience of content creators on the platform. The module handles payments to 

creators and manages the uploading of their content and copyrights. It will also 

be incorporating a grievance system for handling issues that may arise regarding 

payment or uploaded content. 

 

The Creator’s Portal is the go-to interaction layer for artists. All uploaded content 

such as covers, playlists, album art, and music files would be directed to the 

system’s off-chain storage module. Song purchases, subscriptions, royalties, and 

other forms of payment will be taken care of using counterfactual state channels 

maintained across all creators and the Sound Blockchain nodes. 

 
Creators will have access to their own non-custodial mobile wallet to manage 

payments using a clean and intuitive dashboard. The dashboard will also 

incorporate features to manage uploaded listings, revenue, and even provide in-

depth streaming and audio playback analytics. The Creator’s portal will be 

available as an add-on to the Brave mobile app, available to verified artists of the 

platform. 

 

7.3. GENERAL MODULE 

The General Module covers aspects of the platform that are targeted towards 

general audiences. This includes the software interfaces (both mobile and web) 

for both registered and non-registered users along with the necessary backend 

implementation. This module is the largest technical component of the Brave 

platform and is comprised of the following elements: 

1. Primary Landing (www.bravesound.io) 

2. Sound Blockchain Protocol User Platform 

3. Sound Blockchain Protocol Mobile App 



 

The Primary Landing consists of the series of web interfaces that would be used 

by Sound Blockchain Protocol to communicate and provide information to 

general and registered audiences. It contains access to all information regarding 

the product including all documentation, roadmaps, and project announcements. 

This primary landing is presently set to www.bracesound.io but may switch to 

another portal in future. 

 
The Sound Blockchain Protocol User Platform is the primary medium of 

interaction for registered users. The user platform provides: 

 

 
1. Access to music and streaming content 

2. Management of payments and subscriptions 

3. Access to the platform hot wallet for sending and receiving funds 

4. Access to the marketplace for Brave merchandise and collectibles 

5. Access to all Showcase features 

6. Access to all user profile and account settings 

 

The SBP Mobile App will be fully integrated to the above User Platform to provide 

all the same features, but in a native mobile interface. However, due to security 

considerations that team may limit features of user account management on the 

mobile app. 

 

7.4. ADMINISTRATOR MODULE 

The Admin Module in the SBP platform handles certain administrative functions 

of the platform. It consists of interfacing layers for Sound Blockchain Protocol 

administrators to manage and configure key variables within the platform. 

 
It is to be noted, however, that this module does not allow Sound Blockchain 

Protocol admins to affect payments or revenues of artists or fans on the 

platforms. The access to the smart contract functions have been heavily 

restricted to mitigate any risk of unauthorized tampering of the payment 

technology. The same applies to user balances and collectible assets held in the 

wallets of users. Sound Blockchain Protocol admins have limited access to 

tamper with the cryptographic assets maintained on smart contracts. Their 

primary role is limited to addressing artist and user grievances, the study of 

platform analytics, along with the publishing of important announcements with 

regards to the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform. The implementation of the 

http://www.bracesound.io/


above features are third-party audited and their results will be made available 

under any disputed circumstances. 

 
This module chooses such strict design principles to minimize the risk of internal 

violations occurring from the Sound Blockchain Protocol team and also to 

promote the usage and adoption of decentralized autonomous technology. 

 

7.5. AUDIO AND VIDEO PLAYBACK MODULE 

The Audio and Video Playback Module is a key component of the platform which 

handles the reliable streaming of audio and video content in Sound Blockchain 

Protocol. Payments using the SBP token, user access controls, and content 

playback are areas of the application managed by this module. 

 
The audio playback module largely deals with the playback of music files stored 

using the off-chain storage module. Using cryptographic access control, the 

playback of songs is restricted to those who have made purchases on the 

platform. Under the hood, this consists of separate keys for purchases and 

subscriptions which are assigned to each user at the completion of a purchase. A 

purchase transaction consists of an atomic exchange with a SBP token, in 

exchange for the access key. Possession of the access key guarantees playback, 

while any form of duplication or reuse will be flagged as a violation. The latter will 

later be studied by Sound Blockchain Protocol admins for further inspection. 

 
The video playback module is a future enhancement that would be added to 

the audio playback module during the development of Showcase features. It 

would access the Klaytn platform for its implementation. The diagram above 

is a simple representation of what one of the many features of Showcase 

would look like.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.6. OFF-CHAIN TRANSACTIONS AND 
STORAGE 

Finally, the Off-chain Storage module handles all data storage that 
excludes Klaytn transactions. Due to the present  limited  capacity  of 
the  Klaytn  Blockchain, the  Sound  Blockchain  Protocol  technical 
team  have  carefully  designed  their off-chain  architecture  to  meet 
the  right  balance  between  scalability  and decentralization  for  all 
data storage requirements. 



Transactions on the Sound Blockchain Protocol platform that meet certain  
criteria will be, by default, tagged to a higher priority and would be settled on the 
Klaytn main-net for finality. These transactions include withdrawal transactions 
from users to personal wallets and monthly payments made to artists for the 
royalties they have received. Another class of transactions include those that 
would be settled on state channels maintained between SBP participants. These 
include micropayments for the use of streaming services, among other low 
volume transactions. All other non-value transactions which require a state 
change, such as the upload of a song or album art, would be handled by the off-
chain storage module. 

 
The Off-chain Storage module is utilized for the storage of large volume non-

transactional data. This consists of data such as music files, album art, graphics 

for collectible assets, Showcase videos etc. We ensure sufficient redundancy 

and replication of stored data using the IPFS framework-a fixed validator set that 

holds all platform content in a decentralized infrastructure. Each upload (such as 

a music file) is linked to an IPFS hash which is encrypted to implement 

cryptographic access controls. These files would only be made available to 

authorized purchasers or subscribers of content on the platform for the period 

that they have subscribed to. Other data such as album art and public content 

are not subject to any access restrictions. 

 
The above section presents an overview of the technical modules that build up 

the Sound Blockchain Protocol platform. With a robust technical infrastructure in 

place, the team aims to set the standard for a new mode of interaction with 

Blockchain technology. 

 

8.STRATEGIC POSITIONING & BENEFITS 

 
8.1 STARATEGIC POSITIONING  

Competitors, including applications such as Spotify, Kwai (快) and Tik Tok ( 抖 ⾳), have 

helped validate the market. These apps show that creators/users are interacting and 

Supplying /demanding entertainment on their phones. 

 
To give an idea of the market size, Spotify has an estimated US$23.5 billion valuation, 
Kwai ( 快 ⼿) is targeting a US$25 billion valuation (up from an already US$18 billion 
valuation) while Tik Tok ( 抖 ⾳) has an estimated US$75 billion valuation. 

 
However, these apps rely on major label licensing which is extremely expensive. On the 

other hand, SBP does not rely on any major label licensing as we’re focused on our 

streaming content market. 



 

Furthermore, the aforementioned competitors are not integrating blockchain nor 

accepting cryptocurrency. 

 

8.2 SUPPORT SERVICES WITH BENEFIT 
 

The majority entertainment (including video, music streaming) service platforms have various 
benefits with events offered to users. Unfortunately, that benefit usually unimpressive to users. SBP 
platform tries to change that problem. Therefore, SBP provides a fantastic experience for users. 
 
When the SBP users buy items using SBP token in our platform, SBP will provide rewards points for 
users according to purchase amount. The rewards rate of the purchase amount is 1% and above. 
The rewards point available on SBP for an unforgettable experience. SBP has various events about 
entertainment. The users can apply to get a chance dinning with the entertainers or get some goods, 
cherish items and souvenirs of the celebrity. The users can enter the auctions, prize draw or 
purchase that using only SBP token for getting them. 
 
 
 

8.3 DONATION  CULTURE 
 
 

The SBP platform always considering how to grow up with public interest. Realising the public 
benefit is a fundamental challenge for SBP. To accomplish this challenge, SBP will give more than 1% 
of the total revenue donated on the SBP platform to society. Besides, the various public interest 
campaigns will be launch by SBP to contribute a giving culture of exemplary entertainment 
industries. 

 

9.PRESS/MEDIA 

 

9.1. Bitwire 

https://www.bitwires.com 

 

9.2. Bee360 

https://www.bee360.io 

 
9.3. 世链财经 

http://www.shilian.com 

 
 

9.4. Coinvoice 

http://www.bitwires.com/
http://www.bee360.io/
http://www.shilian.com/


http://www.coinvoice.cn 

 
 

9.5. Next Money 

https://www.nextmoney.jp 

 
 
 

9.6. Coin Otaku 

https://coinotaku.com 

 
 

9.7. Coin Media 

http://bryanhallfiction.co

m 

10.  INTRODUCE OF KLAYTN 

 
10.1 Why SBP choose the Klaytn platform? 
 

 
In the previous version, the SBP platform has launched on Etherum (ERC-20) blockchain platform. 
But SBP team finally determine to all SBP tokens are renewal with relaunched on Klaytn blockchain 
system. Klaytn blockchain system has various characteristics which better than general Etherum 
blockchain platform. Klaytn's representative characteristics are Performance, Usability, Stability, 
Reliability, Security. 
 
 
Klaytn has high-quality performance than Etherum that speed is over 3000+ tps. It means which 
speed with performance 150 times faster than Etherum. From a security perspective, Klaytn 
blockchain system has been validated by four professional security companies to prevent 
cybercrime threats such as extortion and cracking. Also, Klaytn supports variety services with 
functions to create a legal ecosystem in the blockchain.

http://www.coinvoice.cn/
http://www.nextmoney.jp/
http://bryanhallfiction.co/
http://bryanhallfiction.co/


Klaytn providing KYC (Know Your Customer) and AML (Anti-Money Laundry) procedure. For this 
reason, Klaytn token holder must be passing that procedures for join Klaytn system. Depending on 
these procedures, the SBP token will be managed very stable and transparent by the Klaytn system. 
 
 

10.2 Economic Feasibility  
 
Klaytn has superior performance, as mentioned earlier. Also, it means Klaytn has a new consensus 
algorithm beyond than the previous version (based on Etherum). In Klaytn, That unrestricted to 
realise the private token type or the public token type. The Klaytn are supporting both token types to 
make a convergence on the same system. 
 

10.3 The Great Governance Council & Solid Community 
 
Klaytn has developed by Ground X, which are afflicted company in Kakao Corp.  
 
Kakao group are one of the most influential IT groups in South Korea with developing to inroads into 
overseas. They have colossal capital (about 13 trillion KRW), and high IT technologies operating to 
primary major bank only providing online service bank in South Korea.  
 
Based on this situation, the Klaytn has reliable communication with the governance council. The 
governance has responsibilities for how to efficient operating Klaytn ecosystem.  
The representative participations are LG Electronics Inc., Neofly, Celltrion Inc, Netmarble, Wemade 
co., Ltd, Bianace, etc.  
 
All of the participates in governance council are influential companies with each expertise. Also, 
That council requires strict criteria to become a participant. If would like to join that council, the 
candidate has more than 5 million Klay. Also, these things build to the solid alliance in Klaytn with 
the community. It is the reasons for why the Klaytn system can realise high-quality performance, 
Usability, Stability, Reliability. 
 
 
 

 

 

11.TOKEN ECONOMICS AND DISTRIBUTION 

10.1. DESCRIPTION 
 

The SBP powers the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform with a host of utility 

and features. The token is built on the Klaytn standard and is minimally designed 

so as to keep operation and transfer costs low. The token contract will be 

accompanied by a set of associated smart contracts that handle escrow 

payments, license distributions, NFT card creation, and trading along with all 

staking requirements of the platform. 

 
The Sound Blockchain Protocol team also understands the present concerns 

with Klaytn in regards to its poor scalability and sluggishness in upgrades. 

 



10.2. UTILITY 

 
● Fans can make payments for subscriptions and purchase of content produced by 

artists. 

● Entertainment firms can make royalty payments for the licensing of content 

distributed by an artist. 

● Fans can make purchases of NFT collectibles or even stake or pay additional 

SBP to reach balanced trades with other fans. 

● Fans can post short video content on the platform for a small fee to prevent spam 

on the network. 

● Fans and content creators can pay in donations for viral and successful video 

content published on the platform. 

● The SBP platform can provide bonuses and rewards to fans during events, 

concerts, and music festivals. 

● Emerging artists can advertise on the platform for a fee which pushes up the 

visibility of their content. 



 

10.3. TOKENOMICS 
 

 

 

The diagram above provides a simple overview of the token-economic principles 

of the Sound Blockchain Protocol ecosystem. SBP has been carefully designed 

to provide various avenues of utility on the Sound Blockchain Protocol Platform. 

There are five key token holding entities in the Sound Blockchain Protocol 

economy: Fans, Artists, Exchanges, the SBP team, and the SBP Smart 

Contracts. These entities are responsible for creating the economy that drives 

the Sound Blockchain Protocol ecosystem. 

 
The Sound Blockchain Protocol Smart Contracts are in control of managing the 

movement of SBP in the economy. These contracts are fully decentralized with 

little possibility of human intervention. They play an important role in the 

collection and disbursal of funds during payments, donations, and subscriptions. 

They also play a key role in enabling staking functions and token locks on the 

platform. 

 
The demand for SBP is created by artists and their teams who wish to advertise 

their offerings on the SBP platform, and fans who wish to purchase the products 

offered by artists. This demand is expected to surge during festive seasons and 

also during the periods of approaching release dates of albums of major artists. 

Staking functions for collectible assets and token lock implementations reduce 

the velocity of the token, further leading to gradual increase in demand. 



10.4 TOKEN LAUNCH 
 
 
 
 

 



 

10.4. USE OF FUNDS FROM TOKEN SALE 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

11. TIMELINE 

Dec 2019 Q4   

- Listed on Coinil Exchange  
  

 Jan Q1 2020 - Feb Q1 2020

 
- Launch of the Alpha and Beta version of the SBP application 1 & 2 (including mobile app) for the 
music industry in Asia.

     
  

 
Feb Q1 2020 - Apr Q1 2020

 

- Srart of auction & Donation system On SBP Platform

    

 

Apr 2020 Q2 2020 - Q1 2021 

 

- Open the various services related to sound source through SBP Platform app) for the music industry 
in Asia.

  
  

 
  

- Expand SBP application 1 & 2 to US and Europe. Launch of the Alpha and Beta version of 
the SBP application 3 for the movie industry in Asia.

   

 

Apr 2024 Q2 2024 - Q1 2025

   

 
  

- Expand SBP application 1 & 2 to Middle East. Expand SBP application 3 fo rthe movie industry 
to US, Europe & Middle East.

   

  

 
  

   

   

 

 

  

    

  

 

Apr 2021 Q2 2021 - Q1 2023



12. TEAM AND ADVISORS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

13. OUR PARTNERS 
Main Partners 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Media Partners 
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